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INTRODUCTION

The clinical utilization of the electrophysiology of

the auditory system has opened a new era in our ability to

diagnose receptive auditory impairment. Baring the last

three decades, there has been a substantial impetus in

electric response audiometry (BRA) due, no doubt to the

developments in computer technology and te enhanced insights

into auditory physiology particularly at the level of the

sense organ and the brain stem.

The methods currently available to assess the auditory

function are many and varied ranging from very simple

behavioural tests such as observing the child's behavior in

response to the sounds produced by toys, bells aad noise-

makers, to very sophisticated computer averaged objective

methods, such as, electrical response audiemetry (ERA).

Need for Electrophysiological tests:

One of the problems encountered by the clinician in

testing patients with hearing loss is in testing the mentally

handicapped, physically handicapped and language impaired

population. Early identification and diagnosis is especially

essential in these groups as hearing loss can interfere with

their language development and further treatment and management.

This can also interfere with their social, adaptive and cognitive

development.
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In older to test children, many modification of pure

tone and speech testing procedures have been made which

makes use of a variety of conditioning techniques, to get

reliable audiograms. Despite, these, problems persist

in testing children, especially if they are too young say

less than one year, where the clinician has to rely more

on behavioral observations. Also, in certain difficult

to-test patients, or children with multiple handicaps

such as cerebral palsy or children with emotional pro-

blems like autism, conventional test procedures do not

yield reliable results. With the development of objective

testing methods, the electrophysiological tests have been

found with greater accuracy in identifying hearing problems.

It was found that using the electrophysiological tests

accurate estimate of hearing is possible. Even age related

changes in hearing can be assessed accurately. Apart from

the normal, other subjects were also tested using these

objective measures and these were found to give reliable

results.

In general, all auditory response systems, both specific

(direct) and non-specific(medlated) can be broadly classified

into:

1. Behavioural response system

2. Electrophysiologlcal response system.
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Electrophysiological response system:

Auditory responses prefaced through the electrophysio-

logical response system manifest themselves as recorded

changes in the electrical properties of body structures,

as a result of direct (specific) or indirect (non-specific/

mediated) auditory stimulation.

The electrophysiological response system can be further

classified as:

1. Electrodermal response (EDR)

2. Electroencephalic response (EER)

3. Electrocardiac response (EKR)

Electrodermal response (EDR):

It involves studying the recordable changes in the

electrical properties of the skin. These changes occur as

a direct result of either increased or decreased sweat gland

activity, and the changes in the electrical properties of

the sweet glands is recorded.

Radiological procedures utilizing the electrodermal

response (EDR) system is referred to as "Electrodermal

audiometry" (EDA). It is also known as "Psychogalvanic skin res-

istance" (PGSR) and "Galvanic skin response" (GSR) (Bordley and

Hardy (1949), Goldstein and Derbyshire (1957).
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Electroencephalic responses (EER):

Responses evoked by the auditory stimuli end produced

through the electroencephalic response (EER) system are

represented as changes in the on-going electrical activity

at the cortex. These electrical events can be recorded using

scalp electrodes and constitute the Electroencephalogram (EEG)

This EEG activity undergoes change when there is sensory

stimulation (Berger, 1929).

Audiological procedures employing the EER system have

been termed "Eleectroencephalic audiometry"(EEA) (Golstein,

and Derbyshire, 1957).

Electrocardiac response (EKR):

The electro-cardiac response is measured as a change upon

stimulation in the electrical activity of the heart. This

response system is quite non-specific to auditory stimulation

and like EDR, EKR is mediated through the autonomic nervous

system. The apparent objectivity of eleetrophyaiologic

responses must be carefully qualified, since the techniques

may be objective but the interpretation of the graphic record-

ing, meter variations or other signals are still open to

subjective error.

Radiological procedures employing the EKR system have been

termed "Electrocardiac Audiometry" (Goldstein, 1963).
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Among a11 these electrophysiological tests, the most

commonly used tests are, (a) Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR);

(b) Electrocochleography (ECochG)

(c) Middle Latency Response (MLR).

The clinical application of ABR began in the 1970s.

These early potentials waveform was first recorded by Sohmer and

Feinmesser (1967) and later described by Jewett and Williston

(1971).

These auditory evoked potentials can be classified in

various ways. One common classification is baaed on the

latency "epoch" of response. The various epochs are desig-

nated as :

First; 0 - 2 msec.

Fast : 2 - 10 msec.

Middle; 10 - 50 msec.

Slow - 50 - 300 msec.

Late - 300 - and above msec.

Among the above possible, auditory evoked potentials (AEPs)

Auditory brainstem responses (ABR) is one of the several

clinically useful evoked potentials and is extensively used

than other electrophysiological tests. As the name suggests,

the origin of these waves is in the brainstem. These waves

are identifiable within 10 m.sec. after stimulus onset. Stimuli
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which are commonly used for electrophysiological tests are;

Clicks,brief tonepips, and tone bursts. In a normal person

following stimulus presentation, a series of 7 waves have

been identified and numbered as wave I, wave II, ...... Wave VII.

(Jewett and Williston, 1971).

Typical brainstem response is:

The sonree of origin of these 7 waves are as below:

Wave I - Auditory nerve

Wave II - Cochlear nudeus

Wave III - Superior olivery complex

Wave TV - Lateral Lemniscus

Wave V - Inferior Collicolus

Wave VI - Medial Genicnlate body

Wave VII - Auditory radiation.

Among these, wave V is the one which is most identifiable

and is often used as a criteria for determining threshold.

The parameters which are considered in interpreting

BSERA wave forms are:

1. Absolute latency of the waves
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2. Wave form morphology

3. Interpeak latency values

4. Intra aural latency differences

5. Amplitude ratio of V/I waves.

Based on these, diagnosis of hearing loss and identifi-

cation of possible site of lesion too is possible.

Purpose of this project:

1. To study the advancement in different electrophysiological

tests in the recent 3 years.

2. To know the diffrent variables viz. subject variables, admini-

stration variables, stimulus variables, which are used in

the tests.

3. To Know about the effect of variables of age, sex, normal and

disordered.

4. To find out the changes in the auditory system post para-

meters, methodologies and instrumentations over the years,

i.e. last 5 years.

5. It is helpful for researchers, clinicians,students and those

who are interested in the field of electrophysiological tests

to get organized data and methodology, getting an overall

view of research.

They get information on recent advances in technology and

methods of testing.
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CONCLUSIONS

Electrophysiological response systems manifest them-

selves as recorded changes in the electrical properties

of body structures, as a result of direct or indirect auditory

stimulation. The articles which have been studied so far

reflect the following conclusions:

1. Around 95% of the articles are experimental studies and

others are reviews.

2. 58% experimental studies have been conducted on adult

normals and 34% studies have been onducted on abnormal

adult subjects.

3. In 30-35% articles, the exact age and sex of the subjects

have not been mentioned.

4. Normal infants and children have been studied in 18% of

articles where as, abnormal infants and children have been

studied in 14% of articles.

5. In 90% of the articles clicks of different frequencies have

been used. The rate of clicks varied from 9/sec. to 64

clicks per sec. This shows that clicks are the most valid

and reliable stimuli for electrophysiological tests.

6. BSER was recorded from subjects in 90% of the studies which

shows that a majority of the research still centers around

BSER. It is found to be useful in differential diagnosis
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of cochlear & retrocochlear lesions sensori-neural

from conductive lesions both in adults and children.

This has been found to be useful in diagnosis of the

multiplyhandi capped to find out organic lesions and

detection of hearing in non-cooperative subject..

7. Though more interest is seen in MLR, it is basically

centered around normal Mults (14% articles on normall

adults, 3% on normal infant, 5% on abnormal adults and

3% on abnormal infante) in establishing norms.

8. Other stimuli such as tone pips and tone bursts have

been used. 8% and 15% respectively in articles, which

shows that these are loosing their effectiveness in

electrophyslological tests.

9. The stimuli were presented monoaurally in 85% of studies

where as it was presented dichotically in 28% of the

experimental studies.

10. The clinical use of eleetrophysiological tests are not

restricted to measurement of auditory threshold.

Detailed analysis of EcoehG responses show consistent

varieties, in several types of heating impairment. It

may also be used to monitor the electrophysiological

changes which occur within the cochlea after some event

such as the infusion of a drug.

Finally one must remember that each class of auditory

electrical response has its own theoretical and practical
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advantages for electrical response audiometry (ERA) choices

must be made according to particular objectives and with

respect to possible limiting conditions. Results of the

ERA cannot stand alone and they mast be interpreted in

the context of other clinical information.
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